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JND447 Get Well Sentiments - by John Lockwood 
 

 
 
Instructions by June Smith 
 
John has created a ‘You Tube Video’ dated 18th April 2024, using the new JND447 
Get Well Sentiments Die set, where he demonstrates how to make a card.  I would 
advise that you visit it as well as following these instructions. 
 

  
 
Information:  
In the JND447 die set you will get ‘Happy Anniversary’, ‘With Sympathy’, ‘Get Well 
Soon’, & ‘Congratulations’.  You also get a plain outside cutting die to cut an aperture 
to go behind your panel. 
 
In the JND446 Birthday Sentiments you will get ‘With Love’, Best Wishes’, 
‘Celebrate’ & ‘Happy Birthday’.  You also get a stitched dot cutting die again that will 
cut a stitched dot aperture that can go behind the sentiments to layer them up.  Both 
sets are interchangeable with this last die.  Also, each one of the dies has been 
designed to cut exactly 4” across. 
 
Materials 
5” x 7” Top Folding Card  
JND447 Get Well Sentiments Die Set (5) 
Essential Coconut White Card 
Essential Wisteria Card 
A5 Die Cutting Machine 
3 Wisteria Scarlett Flowers left over from another project 
Clear Dew Drops 
Glue Glaze 
2mm Foam Tape 
Craft Kit 
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Method: 
• Cut a piece of Coconut White card to 4” x 6” and lay this out onto your lined 

mat, tape down your ‘With Love’ die at approximately 1½ “ up from the bottom 
and run this through your die cutting machine.  Carefully remove the die & 
poke out all the unwanted pieces.  If there is any sticky on the card from your 
tape just use a Crafts Too Glue Eraser and they will come off easily. 

• Cut a piece of Wisteria to 4” x 6” and you could either flat mount this behind or 
we will add foam tape onto the back of the white to give it a bit of depth, notice 
in the photo below that we have added the foam tape across the top and 
bottom of the top panel and 2 pieces on the bottom panel, any excess pieces 
can go into the middle.  Remove the yellow backing, add a few drops of wet 
glue to stop the static and add onto the front of your Wisterial card. 

   
• Bring in your 5” x 7” top folding white card – you can make your own by 

getting a top folding 10” x 7” card blank and cutting it down at 5”.  Add wet 
glue to the back of the Wisteria & add this onto your card base. 

• To decorate this card John has taken some Wisteria flowers left over from 
another project.  Basically, cut out the Scarlett Flower Plate from Wisteria 
card, you get 12 flowers from the one plate, then ink the very ends of each 
petal with Versafine Vintage Sepia, fold the ends of each petal in half (a 
mountain fold), add glue glaze into the middle of one and offset the same size 
petal on the top so it looks like a cross. Add glue glaze into the middle and 
add a dew drop or pearl into the middle and fold the petals up.  There are 
already instructions within the group of how to make these. 

• John has used wet glue onto the back of the flowers to add them onto the 
card front.  Here is a beautiful card made by Lesley Lakin using the dies. 

  
 
Your creation is now complete.  I hope you have enjoyed these instructions. 


